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ADVENTURES
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LEVEL1_THE REMIX
An adventure game FOR humans and other materials
TOGETHER you set off on a journey in the hopes of
discovering something interesting
The goal is to return from your adventure with an
exciting story to share
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THE_BACKGROUND_
SOCIAL DISTANCING AS AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR MATERIAL INTIMACY ?
As somebody who leads crafty hands-on material workshops < mostly on e-textiles and physical computing >
I’ve been trying to Find interesting ways of communicating these experiences remotely, without relying on
a setup in which participants spend the majority of
their time in front of devices .
The social distancing measures that we are currently taking to slow the spread of covid-19 bar us from
gathering physically with other humans, but nothing is
stopping us from getting intimate with other ( inanimate ) beings .
Maybe. . . all alone with THESE other materials . . .
we are able to get even more materially intimate
with them !

hannah perner-wilson

the_board_

when ( ready ) {
begin.play ( ) ;
}

0_CHECKLIST
[ complete before game.play ]
print_
the game board
// or draw a copy of it by hand
// probably also possible to play off the screen
collect_
> 5 coins of any { currency size value }
> camera { phone cam = fiFIne }
> pen & paper
> alarm / timer
> computer + internet
decide_
if you will watch the 40 minute series compilation
<<< Everything Is A Remix 2015 . by Kirby Ferguson >>>
>>> https://vimeo.com/139094998
before or after playing the game ?
// this depends on your personality . do you :
> jump right into new experiences ?
> need context fiFIrst ?
// the series will introduce you to idea of the
// three basic elements of creativity:
COPY – TRANSFORM – COMBINE
hunt_and_gather_
materials that are :
> available in abundance
{ pasta leaves drinking-straws string… }
> pure
{ gummibear not kinder bueno }
> small in scale
{ toothpicks not chopsticks }
// see < APPENDIX M > for a list of good materials
setup_
your work space so that you have :
> min. 2 sqm of a tabletop
> comfortable seat
> good light
if ( next_day ) {
> selection of nutrients
start.airplane_mode {
{ coffee chocolate beer
notify other people
apple water haribo … }
that you are not to
be disturbed}
move_FORWARD ( 1 );

1_PACK
Fill the 5 segments of your PACK
with 5 different materials
// you will be spending the next
hours with these materials
! choose wisely

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

2_SELECT
turn a bottle or spin a pen-cap in
the center of your materials bag to
randomly select 2 materials
> place these materials next to you
on the path so that they are travelling with you

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

3_ADVENTURE
create many MANY MANY varients
VARIENTS = combinations of the
materials traveling with you !
> at any point along the way you
can spend your 5 coins :
>>> 1 coin to add a random new material from your
bag (spin bottle to choose)
>>> 2 coins to add a select new material
from your bag ( you can choose it )
>>> 1 coin to pick a HELP_I’M_LOST_card
>>> 1 coin to take a 5 min break
>>> 2 coins to share your frustration with a friend
>>> _____________________________________________

// keep track of what you spend
your money on in the expenseS sheet
on the gameboard !

HELP_CARDS_

dON’T
LOOK
help_
i’m_
LOST_
CARD

help_
i’m_
LOST_
CARD

don’t be sacared
to destroy a
material !
cut . crush .
snap it into
pieces
change it’s form
so it can connect with another material

help_
i’m_
LOST_
CARD

help_
i’m_
LOST_
CARD

don’t think to
much !
just keep working the materials and looking closely
until you see
something that
catches your
attention

unless
you’ve
paid !
pay attention
to how your
varients look
from different
angles . above .
side-view .
create variation from
unique perspectives

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

4_REFRESH
clean up your workspace &
take a break
// wash your hands , drink water ,
stretch , look out the window

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

5_DISCOVER
look at where you’ve been
> your task is now to uncover
something interesting among the
varients you have created

DISCOVERY_HELP_

// the following exercises are intended to help you discover points
of interest amid your variants
// they must not be followed in any
order . or followed at all
lay our variants out in
front of you .
space them out so you
can identify them as
separate things .
can you identify Any
common themes ?

describe each variant
write down the fiFIrst
thing that comes to
mind on a small piece
of paper . lay it next
to the variant
read your descriptions

place A varient in a
different environment
on a plate . in a jar
. in the palm of your
hand . on some fabric .
on a piece of bread . . .

PLAY WITH SCALE
place a human fiFIgure
next to a variant
what does it become ?

what do you see ?
re-arrange the variants
in a new order / organization structure
remove some . combine
some .
do they become
something TOGETHER ?
move_FORWARD ( 1 );

6_FORMULATE
write down a description of your
discovery in one sentence
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
________________________

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

7_TRANSLATE
translate your formulation into
a material story
// pretend a friend is coming over
later for dinner and you want to
share your interesting discovery
with them
// but you can not use language to
say anything
> what must you make to tell your
story without words ?
// you can use captions / text in
combination with something made .
but you can not use words alone

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

8_DOCUMENT
photograph_
>>> the materials in your bag
>>> all the samples you made
>>> your written formulation
>>> your made story

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

9_SHARE
post your photos online
so that others can see

move_FORWARD ( 1 );

LEVEL1_THE REMIX
remix_
> to combine or edit existing materials to produce something new

LEVEL2_THE REMAKE
remake_
TO TAKE APART AND PUT TOGETHER ANEW

LEVEL3_THE REMOTE
remote_
to control from a distance

discuss_

feedback?

email feedback to :
hannah@plusea.at

APPENDIX_M
pasta macaroni rice grains string
thread nail-varnish paper cardboard nature plant matter seedpods leaves twigs stones pebbles
sand dirt plastic packaging bottle
caps corks pins staples paperclips
rubber-bands straws gummi-sweets
chewing-gum beans dried-beans raisins dried-fruits seeds peas carrots apples oranges bananas grapes
tomatoes red-beet nuts clay bluetack salt-dough slime jello jelly
jam butter nutella toothpaste shampoo soap candles wax flame paper
pen pencil eraser ink coins cables
nails screws bolts toiletpaper …….

GAME_OVER

